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I would like to talk today on "An SU(3)-Symmef:ric Dual Model for
• 1

Meson-Baryon Scattering Based on Crossing Invariance" as a first step

to construct a kind of dual model which explains the meson-baryon scat-

terings in all angles, for all energies.

Firstly, In order to find the FESR bootstraps solution for meson-

baryon scattering, let me start by constructing an SU(3)-symmetric dual

model for meson-baryon scattering.

As you already know, dual models so far constructed for meson-
2,3

baryon scattering have enjoyed a partial success as an approximation

to nature in the kaon-nucleon case (which has (s,t) or (u,t) dual term),
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but they have been less successful in the pion-nucleon case (which has

the (s,u) dual term as well as (s,t) and (u,t) terms). The reason why

it was less successful in the pion-nucleon case is that the inavail-

ability of the crossing invariant duality solution of baryon exchange

degeneracy (EXD) has prevented one from the construction of simple (s,u)
4

terms satisfying the correct crossing invariance.

In order to construct c self-consistent dual model for meson-

baryon scattering, a crossing invariant duality solution for baryon EXD

scheme has to be found because the s and u channels are formally the

same in meson-baryon scattering. A good solution a? this level has
5 6

recently been found by Eguchi and Fiikugita within the framework of
5

SU(3). As you have already heard from. Eguchi, his solution has the

following two simple EXD baryon spectra in the case of seven baryon

trajectories:.

(8440) « ^^ — (i+8) for IP « +baryons (denoted *a Sequence I)

ft « SsE—* <5*-10)R for IB - -baryons (denoted as Sequence II)
• p ^™ •••~ o

Here the two EXD sets are related to each other by s,u crossing, and

the relative strength of sequence I and II baryon trajectories are fixed

by crossing invariance. The octet F/D ratios of baryon couplings into

meson-baryon are given by (F/D)a • 2/3, (F/D) - », (F/D)^ " -l/3»

(F/D)& - -1/3 and also the octet Reggeon F/D ratios in the t channel

are given by -7/3 for the A1, 1/3 for the A amplitude respectively, which

are in reasonable agreement with experiments.
6

Fukugita looked for general solutions in the more systematic way,

and found families of crossing-invariant duality solutions within eight
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trajectorles, each being an SU(3) oultipiet. In one fwily of hit

solutions all representation of (3* ft 3,) + (3* ft 3.) in the quark model

appear and in the other all representation of (.3 ft 3 ft 3) • ( 3 1 3 1 3 )

appear. The solution of type Q * ft 3) •*• (3* ft 3) is invariant under

any crossing, hence is considered to correspond to the neson family»

while the other solution correspond to the baryon family. His solution

for baryon spectra i«pli< » the pattern of the BCD such as

<£*i2>a • "
P-> (i+S)7 * « * " +»«ryons Q + D p •-*** ~ <§*!£>&

 f»*

tp » -baryons, and incorporated with the quark aodet vhere the Slf<3)

aultlplcts belong to (5§»70, even L) and (2p*7fi, odd 1), In his duality

scheac within eight trajectories, the pattern of the EXD im specified

by the F/0 value of either octet mt a f*ce paraaeter, and all of the

Reggeon couplings in the t-channel have the nonet couplings and any

lsoslnglet exchange conserves a-channel helicity independent of the

dioicc of the free pareaeter. la particular vhen the F/0 value of JLv

are set to be equal to 2/3, 1^ decouples frosi the solution (this corres-

ponds to the absence of 20 in the quark aodel classification), which is

the case in Ref. 5, (Hereafter, we use the crossing invariant duality

solution of Ref. 5 in the actual calculation, for simplicity, but the

generalization to the case of Ref, 6 it straightforward).

Now let a* begin with constructing a siaple SU(3)»»yw8«tric dual

aod«l for oeson-baryon scattering with the help of the crossing invariant

duality solution. In order to construct the dual aodel, let us require

the following:

(i) crossing invarlanee for baryon spectrum,

(ii) Xegge asymptotic behaviors,

(Hi) correct pole structures (poles at 5^ • 0*2,2,...,, at
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- 1,2,3.... for the B amplitude, poles *t O_ -

1,2,3,..., at OLj • 1,2,3,.... for the A amplitude, and at

€L • 1,2,3,..., for aesons),

<lv> correct signature* for hadrons, in the case of linearly

rising trajectories*

Let us BOW consider the asson-baryon invariant scattering ampli-

tudes, A and 8, constructed as suas of beta-function terat.

As ve have already learned, (i) requires for the <«,u> dual tern

that the natural parity trajectories in the s(u) channel crous into the
5,6

unnatural ones in the u(s) channel and vice versa, so the <c,u) dual

ftersi should be constructed in the fom of

*n contrast to the conventional approach.

So, the tern such as rd-fy*)-^}) or

dhoulc be prohibited. Furtheraore, the refuirsstent (1) isplies the

following: ' .'

- fj

Thus, correct crossing is ensured, and

A(e,t) * IIs-lg C3)

A»(a,t) - II,4-I§ .

Here the SU(3) structures o£ the residues of baryon trajectories in the

t(u) channel with sequence X and XZ are syabolically denoted as !-(*,)

and XX, (XJ^) for the (s,u) tern, and Ig and IXg for the (s,t) tern

respsctivcly. They are given explicitly in Eqs. (1)~(8) of Ref. 5 in the

case of tmvm baryon trajectories* The A* amplitude is the usual one
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7
of Singh* and is related to A and B In the backward and forward dir-

action at follows:

' A(n»u)+MB(a,u) , (5)

f ix.d *<*>*>+ !?<••*> • <6>

Moreover, from th« requirement (iv), the aaalitude A(*,t) (or B(«,e)),

wttt b« rastricttd in tueh a way «s to giva the correct tignaturet to

baryon* whtn coabiaad with ACa,u) (B(»,,tii>) ectsa* lecaut« of these many

restrictions* the construction of the 4ml •odcl is not so trivial, but

the outcoae becooes very siaple.

Using Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) togethenr with the before-mentioned

rcquiresMmts (i), (li), (iii), we are itaned£«ecly led to the following

expressions for A'(s,u), HB<s(u> and A(«ft>:

HB(s,u) - AB{lI1<cB-a
t

In order to have the correct signatures for baryons* we obtain frosi Eq.

(9) with (ii) and (iii),

,
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-XAtiig(cA-a'*-a
1u)B(l-oII(s),i.at(u))-is(cA-a

ls-alu)B(i-at(s)ii-ari(u))].

(10)

Note that Eq». (8) and (10) are manifestly crossing invariant in the usual

*,u croaaing. Since Eqs. (7), (8) and (10) oust satisfy Eq. (5), we

oust: have the following contraint:

V - V c" V XA " ̂ • <U) '
Finally, the B(s,t) anplitude is detesained from Eq. (8) to give the

correct baryon signatures together with the requirement* (ii) and (iii).

H B ( a , t ) - * J | i g I | | I ^ B 2 I I t

t ^ ^ l . (12)

Since Eq. (4) axis* be satisfied, Eqt. (6), (9) and (13) giv«

It ia to be noted here that (u,t) terms follow from (sttj by *,u crossing*

which nust be even in A and odd in B.

litercfore, we have obtained the dual nodal for the invariant

aaalitudca A(c,t}t A(<,u)( A(u,t), B(«ft>, B(s»u) and B(uft> in tarns of

four parameters; J L , C_» e^t c,2» Here we take the viewpoint that only

the information of leading trajectories ia reliable, and confine ourselves

to the leading trajectories* Aanng them, c. is not relevant to this
8 A

leading-leading bootstrap. If the F/D ratios of Jleggeon exchanges for
the B amplitude are specified, the parameter* are reduced to only two;
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and c_, which are fixed by normalizing the amplitude at the imcleon

ani the (3,3) resonance pole as

25(c_-a'M2)

—5?
«. HA4M EA+M _

So, we have determined the SU(3)-symmetric dual amplitudes for

tason-baryon scattering. The important points to notice here are,

1) Our amplitude is very simple and is determined almost uniquely

because of very stringent restrictions for invariant amplitudes implied

by the crossing invarlance.

11) The helfcity structure in the s-channel is correctly taken into

account. Namely, the helicity amplitudes are related to f. and f, as

~. +" *i±
f2 *° **• *"chann*1 helicity non-flip and'flip amplitudes are

respectively by II+I and II-T. These asplitudes behave as,

~ r A* for o-oo, with t fixed

f o r • - m' w i t h «

\ - * 5? A fOr * "* "*» wlth *

~ ^ A1 for s - » , with u fixed ,

at It should fro« s-channel point of visw.

ill) Our aim is to construct a duel aodcl which satisfies several

fundamental principles with the ainiauu nuabtr of free paratteters and not

to construct a phenoaenological model to fit experiments precisely. So,
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let us briefly test if our amplitudes give agreements with experiments

as the first approximation

In order to test our model with experiments, we shall confine

ourselves to the pion-nucleon ease which has rich experimental information

but is considered to be the most difficult from the theoretical point of

view. The octet F/D ratios both in the s,u channels and the t channel

are In fair agreement with experiments, hence the predictions in other

aeson-baryon scattering should be as good as the pion-nucleon case. Let

us beglft with the JTN Regge behaviours in the forward direction.

Predictions for forward «N scattering

the amplitudes A and B can be expanded in terns of the eigen-

amplitudes A^ and B^ is the t-channei as

and si»il*r for the B. Here b and b' are octet baryons p and p( are

octet pseudoscalar mesons, X labels the SU(3) representation and
9

c<PtP';A;btb') la the product of SU(3) Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. As

an example, we consider the *"p charge-exchange process. If the ampli-

tude is given io the fora of II +rl , the t-chaonel F/D ratios for

vector and Censor mesons are given by F/D - -(1+ -jr)/3(l- <|). Therefore,

F/D - 1/3 for A(s,e), F/D • -7/3 for A'(s,t) are obtained independently

of t, in accord with Kef. 5. If we denote the F/D ratio at t-0 for

B(»,t) by (F/D)B, Eq. (12) with Eq. (13) iosMdistely leads us to

, 5/3-CF/D).
' z ' . €16)
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We then obtain from Eqs. (6), (9), (11), (12), (13) and (16),

'(v,t«0) . (F/D)_ - 1/3
P • i. B• i.

V£nB(V,t»0) V-co 2 (F/D)_
p o

If we KM: (I-/D)_ - 2/3 implied by SU(6), Eq. (17) reduces to 1/10 which
B 10

is in remarkable agreement with the experimental value 1/11.6. There-

fore we fix (F/D). to the SU(6) value 2/3 hereafter. Then, the F/D

ratio for the B amplitude is predicted to be (64M2+21t)/3(32M2-3t) which

is a nlowly varying function of t. Equation (16) reduces to c_+c,- •

We also predict the following for the p* parameters;

IsA .{V»t-0)/vimB .(v;t«0) » 1, ImB ,(v,0) - (3/5)ImBrt(v,0) andP P P P

IsA',(v,0) * 6lmA'(v,0), which are again in fair agreement with experi-

•sn&s ([see Table I).

If one gives ̂  - 14.4 and r (|)- 119 MeV, Eqs. (14) and (14')

fix the constants \- and c_ to be

\ - -I5.95(GeV)"1 , Cg - -1.895a!M2 . (18)

Therefore, our amplitudes predict the absolute magnitude of the p and p*

parameters as is shown in Table I. Note that the predictions agree with

the experimental values except for the overall scale factor 3.4, which
2,3

is also the case for the conventional KN dual models. Thus, the

daughter contributions must be suppressed in reality to reduce the overall

Magnitude of the amplitudes. We now proceed to the elastic widths of baryons.
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Prediction for elastic widths of baryons

The width of a resonance of spin J and mass M on the leading

baryon trajectory is given by our dual model as

with

Here the notation J+ denotes a state with a total angular momentum J and

an orbital angular momentum L - J+l/2. Our predictions for elastic

widths of baryons are straightforward and listed for N* resonances in

Table II.

3+ 7 +

As is easily seen, even in the worse case (I* (TJ ) and T (7 )),

the predicted values Are small by only ftctor 2 compared with experimental

7+
values, and F. (7 ) is 1.5 times as large. The absence of low mass

fc ) wculd not break the duality to a large extent as the elastic width

is very small. Tbie others are in reasonable agreement with experiments.

As is usual, parity doublets appear but with small positive residues
5+

except for parity doublet of M (7 ) .

Backward meson barybn scattering

The u-channel parity-conserving helicity amplitude

* •* is 8 l v e n in our °° d e l by
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<20)

-
| , « 1 + T e„«

Restricting outselves to the K p backward scattering where the u-channel

baryon EXD is so nice, we will test our prediction with those experiments.

The A -A EXD baryon trajectory turns out to be the dominant contribution

+ * °A<°>
to this process as F_.+ _.+((u)

z»0,s) ~ 34.9s which should be
. P k

 JL 5.(0) _ 11

compared with Fj k + _ pk+«u)*«O,s) - +41a
 A (aA(0) - -1.22). This

will encourage further investigation on more complicated cases like nN

backward scattering. 'Especially! the presence of 1 ^ would explain the
2

experimental absence of the dip at u 1.9 GeV corresponding to

He conclude with a few general remarks:

(i) We discussed mainly the pion-nucleon case to predict the Regge

•.. behaviours in the forward direction and elastic widths of baryons. How-

ever, the crossing invariant duality solution in Refs. 5 and 6 has a

reasonable property of having realistic values for the octet F/D ratios

of baryon couplings into meson-baryon and Reggeon couplings into baryon-

antibaryon, hence the predictions in other meson-baryon scattering such

as the kaon-nucleon case is as good as the pion-nucleon case.

(ii) The parity doublet problem still remains as an open question.

At the expen'ss of adding satellites a finite number of them can be eli-

minated but it must always be done by keeping Eqs. (l)-(4) in order to

ensure the correct crossing invarlance.

(Hi) The common belief is that the leading-leading duality holds
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good for A but not for B. On the contrary, we have explicitly constructed

both the A and B amplitudes which manifestly satisfy the leading-leading

duality with the help of the crossing invariant duality solution. Further"
2,3

more, our amplitude is much simpler compared with the previous approach

and is determined almost uniquely because of very stringent restrictions

for invariant amplitudes implied by the crossing invariance.

(iv) Last year, Eguchi and myself proposed the s-channel resonance

model based on duality to explain exotic peaks as well as differential

cross sections in all angles for it* scattering. Similar procedure can

be applied also for meson-baryon scattering.

We think that our simple approach will be very useful for the

investigation of all the meson-baryon scattering and baryon-antibaryon

annihilation into two mesons.
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Table I Predictions and Regge fits to nN scattering at t=0. The p

0.55) and the p1

0.51). For the case of comparison, we

factored out 3.4 in the predicted values.

Regge fits are taken from Ref. 10 (a (0)

from Ref. 11 (a ,(0)
P

Amplitude Prediction Experimental value

ImA^(v.O)

vimBp<v,0)

ImAp(V,0)

ImAp,(v,0)

vimBp,(v,0)

5.

57.

- 5 1 .

32.

32.

72(2MV)

2

5

1{2MV)°

1

°'55(3.4)
i t

t i

•51(3.4)

»»

4

57

-52

27

27,

.9(2MV)°

.2

.3 "

,2(2MV)0<

.2

.55

,51
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Table II Predicted elastic widths for N* baryons from Eq. (19) in

the text. Experimental values ore taken from the Particle

Data Group, 1973. Experimental value of F (? ) are taken

from C. Lovelace, in Proceedings of the Sixteenth International

Conference on High Energy Physics, Chicago-Batavia, 1972

Vol. 3, p. 73.

N* elastic width Prediction (MeV) Experimental value (MeV)

T (§ ) 124 63 - 108
a

TH (| ) 27.9 52.5 ~ 75
H7 2

TM & ) 34.7 . 67.5 - 81.2

T (| ) 61.9 34 - 59.5
a

T (| ) 119 H9

I\<! ) 189 76.5 - 121

TH (| ) 40.1 46 - 70

N p 2
r (|) 7.4

7+
TM (f ) 11.8 30(CEBN)
Ns 2

10(S«cl»y)
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